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January 22, 2018 
 
Ms. Sonia Berman, Chair 
Ms. Annette Saleh, Vice Chair 
Mr. Ori S. Blumenfeld, Commissioner 
Ms. Karen Popovich Levyn, Commissioner 
Mr. Jerald Friedman, Commissioner 
Dear Commissioners: 

Over the past two years this commission has devoted much energy to discussing rent 
stabilization. Notably you recommended changes to the rent stabilization ordinances and 
last spring you convened two special meetings to collect public input. You have heard 
more about tenant-landlord issues than any other commission (and even City Council) 
and your effort may yet inform the rent stabilization policy process. 
With this year’s work plan not yet finalized permit me to suggest a few opportunities 
where this commission may continue to be helpful. 
Make outreach and education your mission. Few tenants are cognizant of their rights 
under the complex web of local ordinances, state statutes and federal laws. This 
commission put much work into the Handbook, but that is only where outreach starts. 
Questions then follow concerning involuntary termination, relocation fees, landlord 
harassment, unlawful unit entry and, very often, the minimum requirements for 
tenantable premises (among others). 
Should this commission envision a public-facing role then I invite you to reach out and 
keep us informed. The city has done a terrible job of outreach about the policy process; 
many tenants don’t even know the city has yet to finalize a rent stabilization policy. You 
could reach out to keep us apprized; to explain your past policy recommendations; and 
then continue to invite public comment as we enter the next phase of this process. 

Continue your constructive role in the process by monitoring city programs and processes 
that affect tenants. Neighboring rent-stabilized cities prioritize their tenants’ welfare. 
Beverly Hills has never put tenants first. You have heard from many tenants that there 
exists no accountability for landlords. The code enforcement process is more about 
compliance and less about residential stability. Why not invite public comment and then 
offer your recommendations. Are tenants provided the information they need? Do they 
find the city’s response sufficient? This commission can help improve our rent 
stabilization program. 

Take an active role in monitoring the legal services program. City Council directed that 
$110,000 be spent on senior and resident legal services. Legal services is essential 
precisely because real and formidable barriers exist that keeps tenants from realizing 
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protections under the law. However the Bet Tzedek program can be improved; and city 
oversight of the program seems insufficient. Let me note several issues: 

• Bet Tzedek’s program was slow to get going and staff has rotated out already. 
The dedicated intake position was not filled until the second quarter of the grant 
period (mid-October) then barely two months that staffer took leave for bar exam 
prep. She’s away though March. Some tenants have reported being turned away, 
or received a slow response, while others say they are satisfied. 

• Program discoverability remains a challenge. Few tenants know it exists perhaps 
because the Housing Rights Legal Services program is mentioned nowhere on the 
city's rent stabilization webpages (where a tenant may search for it). Even if a 
tenant knows the program exists it is a real challenge to find it online. Search the 
city’s website for ‘legal services’ or a similar term and there is no relevant result 
returned. 

• Contrary to the commitment made in the provider’s proposal there has been no 
promotion of this program. The Housing Rights and Senior Legal Services 
program is not advertised in any newspaper or does any flyer promote it. (We are 
in the third quarter of the program.) The ‘dedicated intake’ phone number for the 
program is not posted on our city website anywhere nor is the program mentioned 
on the Bet Tzedek website (another commitment in BT’s proposal). To tenants 
this program does not exist. 

• Services appear to fall short of the program’s purpose and promise. Satisfaction 
with legal advice is highly subjective, of course, so I take tenants’ reports about 
the program with a grain of salt. But I myself sat in on an intake this week (at a 
tenant’s invitation) and I was disappointed: advice seemed tentative and, more 
problematic, the Bet Tzedek attorney referred this tenant to the Housing Rights 
Center for assistance. The tenant has a documented, credible claim of ongoing 
landlord harassment and appears to qualify as both a ‘senior in social need’ and as 
a low-income tenant. Why referred the tenant to HRC? That organization is not a 
city grant recipient – but maybe it should be in the next cycle. 

I encourage this commission to review Bet Tzedek performance under its current grant 
before you recommend this grantee for funding in the FY 2018-19 period. The grantee’s 
quarterly reports perhaps should be presented as a commission information item at every 
third meeting. That would give the public an opportunity to review them. (I can’t seem to 
access the two quarterly reports that the grantee has committed to have provided already.) 
Respectfully, 

 
Mark Elliot 


